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1. Finnleo Sauna Heaters — European
Design and Performance to provide luxurious soft
heat and soft steam. With more than two times the
rock mass of our competitors, Finnleo heaters,
including the Saunatonttu “always on” heater
(ready to use whenever you are), create the ulti-
mate sauna environment.

2. Finnleo Sauna Controls — Finnleo
Sauna Controls complement the sauna experience
— giving simple-to-use flexibility and sleek
European styling. Finnleo’s Digi-series of digital/
programmable controls provide 24 hour to seven
day programmability, memory user buttons and
much more.

3. Finnleo Sauna Design — Finnleo’s
quality really shows through with individually
selected and hand-finished wood, precision finished
doors and windows, extensive use of glass, curves
and angles. Finnleo’s stunning and unique designs
enhance your home and clearly show you’ve chosen
the best.

4. Finnleo Interior Upgrades — For
the perfect blend of European design and elegance
add “Sunburst” interior with dramatic curves or
“Grande” Interior in two styles. All crafted from
beautiful, clear Abachi wood—for supreme comfort
and the satisfaction of owning the best.

5. Lighting Systems — Awell-designed
lighting system is the finishing touch to make your
sauna a relaxing haven. Finnleo saunas have a
wide range of lighting options, including low-volt-
age valance lighting (interior and exterior) or fiber
optic lighting integrated into custom backrests —
even a fiber optic lighted custom glass bowl.

6. Finnleo Deco Sauna Interiors —
The Finnleo Deco interior system design provides a
fresh European look with clean lines and amazing
flexibility in room layout —with movable bench
sections positioned on a wall-to-wall platform.
Simply arrange the benching to fit your mood.

7. Broadest Product Range — Finnleo
is the market leader and has the most complete line
of indoor and outdoor saunas, steambaths and
infrared heat therapy rooms. Whatever your heat-
bathing preference, you can find comfort knowing
you are working with the world leader, where we
take great care to ensure you the best experience
possible.

8. Finnleo Warranty — The Finnleo war-
ranty gives you peace of mind. It’s simple, to the
point and the most powerful in the industry. All
Finnleo products have a five-year limited warranty
against defects in material and workmanship—
including two years of free in-field service labor.

9. Finnleo Customer Service —
Finnleo has the industry’s largest sales and customer
service department and a nationwide network of
trained and authorized dealers to take care of you
before, during and after the sale.

10. Finnleo Reputation — Finnleo is
the largest sauna and steambath company in the
world—with 87 years of experience and over 2
million satisfied customers worldwide. We are com-
mitted to providing you with a sauna for a lifetime of
use, a lifetime of relaxation, and products that fit
your healthy lifestyle. Finnleo…Your Sauna for Life.

Health. Relaxation. Design.Health. Relaxation. Design.
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